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Expansion of truncated responses for above question:
Sometimes forgetting to grab an extra face shield during a portable run and then having to use one of
those masks with a splash guard as a make shift one instead
Patients aren’t put on the proper precautions
Sometimes is pressure for me because I haven't practiced that a lot so it takes me more time when doing
that and another tech waiting for me done to do the x-ray for patient
Burnout/desensitized
My site does not have students enter airborne precaution rooms
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If you answered yes to previous question, why do you think this is? (8 responses)
Personal preference
We don’t want to get sick
Under protected because we don't have all the info. We find out after the fact that a pt has covid-only
after we've been exposed
Some of the techs do not care
Sometimes if the patient is just being tested out of protocol for admittance and not because they
have symptoms, we'll maybe only wear gloves/N95/gowns but not do the full face shield and the
clean/dirty tech routine
Yes I think myself is a little bit under protect my self with gloves. I see some of techs always wear
gloves when contact with patients no matter in or out patient, other techs only wear in precaution
cases. I try to wear gloves whenever contact with patient but sometimes in a rush I missed that part.
Differing opinions on feelings towards covid. I have witnessed many ED employees just tired of
donning PPE.
Some techs seem to either have different levels of concern regarding precautions or time
management is a greater consideration
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If yes to the previous question, please explain. (7 responses)
I would do the proper PPE at all times unlike some of the techs.
Shave beard
I plan to take my time and make sure I have all the proper PPE
I will always err on the side of caution, I’d rather know I didn’t need the protection that I had than
regret not having it
I don't think I will do something different, just maybe I can do don/doffing PPE faster and in a more
correct way than I'm doing now.
I will use PAPR/CAPR because I will be train in their use by my job site. I would do that now but can't
get trained by my site.
No, if it isnt broken dont fix it.
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Do you have any recommendations/suggestions for the PCC Program to improve
isolation/PPE don-/doffing instruction in the Patient Care course/lab? (7 responses)
Include cleaning portables re: COVID patients
Nope, it's a great job. However, it would be nice to practice with paprs and other respiratory gear, and
use gear that has been "contaminated" like with ketchup or chocolate or something to show the
potential of contamination and such.
Go over it more than once, all the time. Multiple times
Training with PAPRs
Maybe a bit more emphasis and repetition more than just doing it once in lab, especially for those
people whose clinic sites do not allow them in precaution rooms
I think PCC is doing excellent on teaching students about that. It's just my concern that I just
practiced it one day in school and it's kind of struggling for me when apply it again at clinic and I
even don't remember correct steps to do at the first few times at clinic.
The PCC Program did a satisfactory job training us in PPE use. They have gone above and beyond in
supporting us in feeling empowered to advocate for our own safety at our clinical sites. My CIIC has
also been very supportive in getting me trained as much as possible and encouraging me and
supporting me in maintaining a safe work place.
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